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ELECTRICITY AND ENERGY REGULATION

WHAT THIS BOOKLET IS ABOUT
The Councillor Development Programme is an initiative led by SALGA to
empower local government councillors to provide well-informed political
leadership with regard to sustainable delivery of all municipal functions.
A basic understanding of the sector that falls under the portfolio of the
councillor will assist towards achieving this goal.
The overall goal of the programme for the energy and electricity
sector, which includes energy efficiency and renewable energy, is to
enhance the capacity of councillors by creating a knowledge base and
understanding of the sector to ‘effectively and appropriately play an
oversight role in relation to this sector’.
Councillors will have a broad understanding of the value chain and the
policy and legislative framework that governs the sector. They will also
gain an appreciation for various aspects of the sector such as the electricity
service authority role the municipality plays and how electricity is regulated
as well as the municipal functions of financing, planning and providing
access to electricity for the municipality’s constituents. Through this
information, councillors will be better equipped to ask relevant questions
and make informed decisions for this sector.
This booklet has been prepared to provide councillors with an overview of
how the municipality regulates electricity service provision.
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INDUSTRY
ROLE-PLAYERS

There are many stakeholders in the South African electricity
sector. Although national government does not play a direct or
operational role, it is an agent through the wholly-owned public
company, Eskom, and is also tasked with policy development.
Through the municipalities, the role of local government is primarily electricity reticulation and retail.
Electricity generation, distribution, service provision and tariffs and prices
are regulated. For most municipalities, regulation is applied to electricity
service provision and pricing, but generation may soon be within the scope
of the municipality. The following diagram provides a holistic view of the
industry and its role players. The yellow blocks represent entities that
interface directly with the municipality.
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Policy oversight
The Department of Energy (DoE) is mandated to regulate and transform
the energy sector to provide secure, sustainable and affordable energy by
formulating energy policies, regulatory frameworks and legislation. A key
responsibility of the DoE is to compile the Integrated Resource Plan (IRP).
The DoE also oversees policy implementation to ensure energy security,
promotion of environment-friendly energy carriers and access to affordable
and reliable energy for all South Africans. Through the DoE, government
sets the frameworks for industry operation, as outlined in 1998 in the White
Paper on Energy, and restructuring of supply (generation and transmission)
and distribution.

POWER PLANNING

The Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) is South Africa’s national electricity
plan and is a subsidiary of the Integrated Energy Plan (IEP), which is still
being drafted. The IRP identifies the preferred way (electricity sources and
investment requirements) to generate the electricity we need to meet
predicted demand until 2030, with minimum cost to the country.

Regulation
The National Energy Regulator of South Africa (NERSA) is the entity
established in accordance with the National Energy Regulator Act of 2004.
NERSA has regulatory authority over the entire energy sector (electricity,
piped gas and petroleum) and derives its powers and functions from the
Electricity Regulation Act (ERA).1 The ERA confers upon NERSA the powers
and duty to regulate electricity prices and tariffs set by Eskom and the
municipalities.

A NATIONAL REGULATOR

As an economic regulator, NERSA ensures a level playing field and
prevents abuse by monopolies. NERSA encourages greater access and
regulatory fairness in sectors dominated by single major players like
Eskom in the electricity sector

NERSA is also responsible for licensing all generation, transmission and
distribution facilities, and electricity trading (imports and exports).

1 Act No. 40 of 2006 (as amended) (hereinafter referred to as “the ERA”)
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The National Energy Regulator Act, Act No 40 of 2004 established
a single regulator to regulate the electricity, piped-gas and petroleum
pipeline industries.
The Electricity Regulation Act, 2006 (Act No. 4 of 2006) as amended
in 2007 defines electricity reticulation as ‘trading or distribution of
electricity and includes services associate therewith’ and empowers
the minister or regulator to establish norms and standards and
key performance indicators and gives municipalities the authority
to ringfence their Electricity Distribution Industry (EDI) financial
statements.
Municipalities also play a role in electricity regulation. They regulate
electricity service provision to their customers through municipal by-laws
and must obtain regulatory approval from NERSA to set tariffs.

Operations
Electricity value chain operations are carried out by various entities across
the generation, transmission and distribution sectors. The generation or
supply industry is dominated by Eskom with a small municipal generation
component and a rapidly growing portion generated by private parties
known as independent power producers.
Transmission in South Africa is monopolised by Eskom which transmits
about 40% of all electricity generated to municipalities that act as local
electricity distributing authorities. Eskom distributes the remaining 60%
directly to the end user. Although Eskom’s distribution share is larger,
municipalities distribute to more customers. Eskom distributes to a smaller
number of bigger customers.

Oversight (planning and operations): The Department of Public
Enterprises (DPE) provides strategic oversight of Eskom’s electricity delivery,
building and maintenance of infrastructure, operational efficiencies, and
policy and regulatory clarity in the sector. The Department of Cooperative
Governance and Traditional Affairs (CoGTA) plays a similar role for local
government, i.e. municipalities.
The systems operator supervises the entire transmission network. They
balance supply and demand of the network at any given time, restore
supply after an interruption in a safe and reliable manner, monitor the state
of the network in real-time, manage the voltage profile and make decisions
on dispatch of generated energy. The systems operator is a wholly Eskomowned entity, set up when Eskom was the only generator and transmitter.
With independent power producers, however, there is a debate on
whether the role of the systems operator should become independent. An
Independent Systems and Market Operator (ISMO) bill to this effect has
been drafted but has not been passed.
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Who uses the most electricity?
Eskom’s single biggest customers are municipalities,
which consume more than 40% of the electricity
Eskom generates. Of the remaining 60%, 40% is
consumed by members of the Electricity Intensive
User Group (EIUG) – industrial mining, mineral
beneficiation and manufacturing corporations that are
heavily reliant on electricity. The other 20% is distributed
to consumers from customer categories similar to those
of municipalities, which supply a larger number of
customers with a smaller proportion of the total and a
greater administrative burden.

Johannesburg Sunrise (Dylan Harbour, Wikimedia Commons)
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ELECTRICITY
BY-LAWS

The Municipal Systems Act 32 of 2000 stipulates that a municipality
must develop a culture of municipal governance that complements
formal representative government with a system of participatory
governance. The municipality must encourage and create conditions
for the local community to participate in the affairs of the municipality.
A by-law is a law that deals with matters of local or internal regulation made by
council. By-laws enforce or realise council policies that may develop into one or
more by-laws. For example, the municipality may need to review its electricity
by-laws, or develop by-laws for public-private-partnerships to implement
improved refuse removal or against industrial pollution of rivers. Only a member
or committee of a municipal council may introduce a draft by-law in the council.
The Structures Act, the Systems Act, and the Constitution all emphasise the role
of municipal council in ensuring community consultation or participation in local
government. This principle applies to the process of passing by-laws.



Draft the by-law: The councillor or municipal council mandated by council
committee drafts the by-law. The by-law procedures are reviewed to make
sure they are simple and easy to implement. A draft by-law is requested
from the office of MEC for Cooperative Governance or SALGA.



Community participation: A draft by-law is published for comments
from the community. All community members – including people with
disabilities and those who cannot read – must have access to the draft. The
ward committee analyses by-law.





Council review: The councillor or committee member tables the draft
by-law in council. Councillors must be given ample time to familiarise
themselves with the by-law. The executive committee or executive mayor
produces a report on the by-law.
Pass the by-law: A vote is taken on whether to pass the by-law. A majority
vote is needed for the law to be passed.
Incorporate the by-law: The by-law is published in the Provincial Gazette.
The law can then be enforced.

The Municipal Systems Act also requires a municipal by-law to give effect to
implementation and enforcement of its tariff policy. This by-law may differentiate
between different categories of users, debtors, service providers, services,
service standards and geographical areas, as long as such differentiation does
not amount to unfair discrimination.
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REGULATION
OF TARIFFS

The Constitution states: ‘[...] national or provincial government may not
compromise or impede a municipality’s ability or right to exercise its
powers or perform its functions’.2 Within this limit, national government
and provincial governments have the ‘legislative and executive authority
to see to the effective performance by municipalities of their functions
by regulating the exercise by municipalities of their executive authority’.3
According to the Electricity Regulation Act, electricity distributors (including
municipalities) must be licensed.4 The act also provides for NERSA to approve
licensee tariffs5 and make any license it issues conditional. This includes conditions
on setting and approval of prices, charges, rates and tariffs imposed by licensees.6
The Electricity Regulation Act and Municipal Finance Management Act (read with
the provisions of the Municipal Systems Act) overlap in that both deal with tariffs;
the Electricity Regulation Act deals exclusively with tariffs charged by its licensees
and the Municipal Finance Management Act deals with municipal tariffs. Although
the two acts seem to clash, an interpretation that gives full force and effect to each
is recommended, rather than an interpretation that partly destroys the effect of
one. It should be accepted that NERSA determines tariffs and municipalities must
set or, in the case of the Municipal Systems Act, levy tariffs i.e. impose and not
necessarily determine tariffs. In this interpretation municipalities set or levy a tariff
determined by NERSA.

The municipal tariff policy

A tariff policy is key to transparent tariff setting. It is the document the municipality
can use to explain to the community what it hopes to achieve through its
tariffs, and assure them that tariffs are set on a rational basis. A tariff policy
should answer the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

With which legislation must the municipality comply in tariff-setting?
What goals does the municipality aim to achieve through its tariffs?
Which principles are applied to setting tariffs?
To which services do tariffs apply?
Which consumer types are considered?
Which service provision costs are taken into account?
Which tariff structures are used?
How are tariffs calculated?
How are tariffs communicated?
How are tariffs monitored and reviewed?

2
3
4
5
6

Section 152(4) Electricity Regulation Act
Section 155(7) Electricity Regulation Act
Section 7
Section 15(2) Electricity Regulation Act
Section 14(1)(d) and section 15(2) of the Electricity Regulation Act
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Tariff policy considerations
To develop a tariff policy, several municipal and external documents need to be
considered. It is prudent to identify and review any legislation that has an impact
on municipal tariffs and ensure that everybody is familiar with their content and
requirements. This is especially important when existing legislation changes or
when new legislation is effected. The following documentation must be reviewed
when compiling a tariff policy:
Municipal strategic plan – There must be a common understanding of how the
municipality has decided, interpreted and prioritised its tariff goals and principles.
Common tariff principles are revenue sufficiency, economic efficiency, equity,
fairness, simplicity, revenue stability, and ease of implementation. The tariff policy
should be able to answer the following questions:
•
•
•
•

How did the municipality interpret the tariff principles?
What does each principle mean in relation to tariffs?
In what order does the municipality prioritise the tariff principles?
How does the municipality aim to fulfil the principles through its tariffs?

Tariff goals – commonly identified tariff goals are revenue sufficiency, affordability
of services, promotion of local economic development and discouragement of
wasteful use of services. The tariff policy should be able to explain the following:
•
•
•
•
•

How has each goal been interpreted?
How does each goal relate to tariffs?
What priority is placed on each goal relative to other tariff goals?
How does the municipality aim to achieve this through its tariffs?
How can the municipality monitor and measure the progress made towards
achieving each goal?

Customer Categories – Different tariffs are set for different customer categories.
The municipality must identify and define each category. To meet the goal of
affordability in the residential category, households are classified according to
income. Although this is difficult it is recommended that the following groups are
considered: indigent, low income, middle income and high income. If a municipal
indigent policy exists, this may be a key element to be reviewed. The tariff policy
should answer the following questions:
• What domestic consumer categories are important when assessing affordability
of tariffs?
• What targeting methods will the municipality use to distinguish between
households in different categories?
Municipal budget – The municipal budget should consider the following:
• Which votes are overhead votes and which votes are services votes?
• How will the municipality allocate the costs of overhead votes between the
various different services?
• Within each services vote, which costs does the municipality classify as direct
operating costs, and which are considered to be capital financing costs?
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Creating a tariff policy
STEP

TASK



Determine the need for a new or revised tariff
policy: The law requires of municipalities to have
a tariff policy. A tariff policy helps to make tariffsetting transparent to all stakeholders, including the
community. Revision is needed when tariff-setting is
effected by changes in national legislation, municipal
strategy or policy, or the way services are provided.

Decide if a tariff policy is
needed or needs revising



Plan for policy creation or revision: The plan
determine the roles and responsibilities of all role
players and ensures clear communication. It includes
public consultation and the target dates for various
steps in the process.



Draft the policy: In this step key decisions are
made on how tariffs are set and includes community
consultation and writing the draft version of the policy.

Decide who will lead the
process and establish a team.

Plan public consultation
Consult with public for
feedback and alternatives
once they understand policy
objectives

Write the draft policy



Review and assess the draft policy: In this step the
implementation requirements are assessed and all
institutional arrangements and systems needed to
implement policy are put in place.



Approve, pass and implement the policy: Council
approves the draft policy and promulgates by-laws to
enforce it. The tariff policy is consulted annually when
setting and approving tariffs and reviewed annually to
determine if a revision is needed.

Assess policy and ensure all
arrangements are in place

Approve the policy
Review tariff policy and need
for revision on a yearly basis

The Chief Financial Ofﬁcer is ultimately responsible for the tariff policy and the
way it is translated into actual tariffs. They take responsibility for driving the
process of writing the policy. This may simply mean delegating a particular
person (typically in the budget department) to lead the process. The CFO
should nevertheless retain some oversight and review the policy periodically.
The Council Finance Portfolio Committee also has an oversight role as this
falls within its area of responsibility.
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ACCOUNTABLE

RESPONSIBLE

CONSULTED

INFORMED

Community

CFO and Finance
Portfolio Committee

CFO and Finance
Portfolio Committee

Official from budget
department. Technical/
engineering officials are part
of the tariff policy team.

Speaker’s office

Public participation unit (PPU)
set up by speaker’s office

Speaker’s office

PPU set up by speaker’s office

Community

CFO and Finance
Portfolio Committee

Officials and representatives
from the budget department

Technical and engineering
departments, external
consultants, strategic
planning office, legal office,
indigent management office

CFO and Finance
Portfolio Committee

Councillors and municipal
officials technical and
engineering departments,

External consultants,
strategic planning office,
legal office, indigent
management office, public
participation unit

CFO and Finance
Portfolio Committee

Municipal Council

Municipal Council

Councillor and municipal
officials

Community

Representatives from the budget department, and the technical and engineering
departments that are responsible for various services should be actively involved
in writing the policy. The number of people involved depends on the structure of
the municipality. Smaller municipalities often have only one person responsible
for engineering services (electricity, water, sanitation, roads and storm water and
possibly solid waste) and one for community services (public services such as
community halls, cemeteries, sports facilities etc.). In this case, one person from
each department should be involved in writing the policy.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS

What is a municipal policy?
A municipal policy outlines what a municipality hopes to achieve and the methods
and principles it will use. It is a statement of intent that describes the decisions,
guidelines or priorities that address that intent. Although a policy is not a law, it often
identifies new laws needed to achieve its goals. A policy is also not a procedure
or protocol. It does not normally describe what is actually done. A policy should
explain the what and the why, but not the how, where and when.

What does a typical plan for drafting a new tariff policy look like?
ACTIVITY

TARGET DATE

RESPONSIBLE

Inform the CFO, Finance Portfolio Committee,
Planning Unit and Municipal Manager’s Office
(responsible for the Indigent Policy), Speaker’s
Office (responsible for Public Participation) and
Legal Department about the planned policy-writing
process.

1 August

Mr. Maleka

Meet with the Speaker’s Office to discuss public
consultation regarding the Tariff Policy

7 August

Ms Mtsweni

Review national policy and legislation, in consultation
with the Legal Department

14 August

Ms Mtsweni

Review the municipal strategic plan and meet with
the Planning Unit

14 August

Mr Malimagovha

Review the Indigent Policy and meet with the MM’s
Office

14 August

Mr. Maleka

Review the municipal budget and classify costs

21 August

Mr. Maleka

Meet to discuss content of Tariff Policy

1 September

All

Second meeting to discuss Policy content

11 September

All

Present proposed key Tariff Policy decisions to the
CFO and Finance Portfolio Committee

26 September

All

Public consultation regarding proposed key Tariff
Policy decisions

30 September

Public

Meet to revise key decisions based on feedback from
Finance Portfolio Committee and public consultation

9 October

Draft the Tariff Policy

16 October

Mr. Maleka
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Review the Draft Policy

20 October

Ms Mtsweni
and Mr
Malimagovha

Review the Draft Policy

20 October

Legal
Department

Revise Draft Policy based on comments

27 October

Mr. Maleka

Assess what is required to implement Tariff Policy

4 November

All

Brief CFO on Tariff Policy

11 November

All

Present Tariff Policy to Council for Approval

25 November

CFO

Which issues should the public be consulted about when
drafting a tariff policy?
TARIFF POLICY DECISION

POSSIBLE ISSUES

CONSULT OR
INFORM?

TARIFF GOALS AND
PRINCIPLES

The relative importance of the different tariff goals
to the municipality, and the way in which this impact
on tariff levels is likely to be of great interest to the
community, as is the way in which tariff principles
are interpreted and applied.
If public participation around the overall municipal
strategy has been properly conducted, then public
participation around tariff goals and principles
should be largely informing the community how the
municipal strategy has been translated into these
goals and principles.

Consult

SERVICES PROVIDED

Unlikely to be very contentious

Inform

CONSUMER TYPES
CONSIDERED

The categories of consumer considered, and
particularly the way in which low income domestic
consumers are defined is likely to be of great
interest

Consult

COSTS OF SERVICEPROVISION CONSIDERED

Unlikely to be of great interest unless the
community perceives the municipality to be
wasteful in its expenditure

Inform

TYPES OF TARIFFS

The way in which different types of tariffs translate
into monthly bills for different categories of
consumer will be of interest to the community

Consult

COMMUNICATING TARIFFS

Unlikely to be very contentious

Inform

MONITORING AND
REVIEWING TARIFFS

Unlikely to be very contentious

Inform
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As a councillor, what should I be watching out for in
approving a Tariff Policy?
KEY QUESTIONS
TARIFF GOALS
Does the policy clearly describe the strategic goals to be achieved
through the tariffs?
Are these goals aligned with the strategic priorities of the municipality, as
captured in the strategic plan?
Does the policy describe how each goal is to be achieved through the
tariffs?
TARIFF PRINCIPLES
Does the policy clearly describe the principles underlying tariff setting in
the municipality?
Are these principles aligned with the strategic priorities of our
municipality, as captured in the strategic plan?
Does the policy describe how each principle is applied in the tariffs?
DESCRIPTION OF SERVICES PROVIDED
Does the policy accurately describe each service as experienced by the
consumer?
Does the policy accurately describe the activities undertaken by the
municipality in providing each service?
Does the policy accurately describe the different levels of service offered?
CONSUMER TYPES CONSIDERED
Does the policy clearly describe the different consumer types that will be
considered?
Is the list of consumer types an accurate reflection of those relevant in the
municipality?
Are the consumer types defined in such a way that can be measured by
the municipality when applying tariffs?

YES/NO
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COSTS OF SERVICE PROVISION CONSIDERED
Does the policy accurately capture all of the costs considered when
setting tariffs?
Is capital financing adequately allowed for?
Does the policy explain how overhead costs will be allocated between
services?
TYPES OF TARIFF
Does the policy provide a list of the types of tariff that are considered?
Are the different tariff types clearly described?
Tariff Calculations Applied
Does the policy describe how tariffs are calculated?
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES WITH REGARD TO TARIFF SETTING
Does the policy describe who is responsible for the various activities
related to tariff setting?
COMMUNICATION OF TARIFFS
Does the policy describe how tariff levels will be communicated?
Does the policy provide a contact for further information?
MONITORING AND REVIEW OF TARIFFS
Does the policy describe how and when tariffs will be monitored?
Does the policy describe how and when tariffs will be reviewed?
GENERAL
Does the policy comply with national legislation and policy?
Is the policy as short and simple as possible?
Is the language used in the policy clear?
Does the policy avoid the use of information that will rapidly become
outdated?
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Physical Address:
Menlyn Corporate Park, Block B
175 Corobay Avenue, Cnr Garsfontein and Corobay
Waterkloof Glen ext 11, Pretoria
Postal Address:
PO Box 2094, Pretoria, 0001
Telephone: (012) 369 8000
Fax: (012) 369 8001
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